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Note: Most of the homeworks will be graded on effort; a small part will be graded on correctness.

Note 2: Naming Examples are for homework 1; you should change the numbering in the names for different
homeworks.

1. Put your answers to the graded-by-effort part of the homework in one text file. If your login is cs61a-dq,
name the text file dq.hw1 for homework 1, etc. You may format the content however you’d like.

2. Put your answers to the graded-by-correctness part of the homework in a separate file. If your login is
cs61a-dq, name the file dq.hw1.scm for homework 1, etc. In this file, include only the definitions of
the procedures you are asked to write. Name the procedures exactly as stated in the homework handouts
and include exactly as many arguments as stated in the handout. (you can name the arguments whatever
you want) Your homework may be graded incorrectly should you name your procedure incorrectly or
include wrong number of arguments

3. If you collaborated with other students on the homework, please include their names and logins on your
LOGIN.hw1 file.

4. Make a new directory in your instructional account called hw1, put the two files in it.

5. Go into the directory and use the command submit hw1. When prompted, include ta.hw1 and
ta.hw1.scm and submit.

FAQ:

• Q: Do I have to check to see if the inputs to my procedures are correct?
A: No. Assume all inputs are correct. For example, if the problem description states that the input to
some procedure is a number, you don’t have to add a check to make sure that it is indeed a number and
signal error otherwise.

• Q: Do I have to do my work on the instructional accounts?
A: No, but you have to submit from your instructional account. You can work on Windows at home and
upload the file to your instructional account later.

• Q: How do I check my grades?
A: On your instructional account, use the command glookup
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• Q: What will happened if I submit multiple times?
A: We will only grade the last submission that is before the deadline.

• Q: Do I need to turn in anything on paper?
A: No.

• Q: Are the Extra for Expert sections required? Do they give extra credit?
A: No and No. They are quite difficult and if you can do them, you can reward yourself with the knowl-
edge that you have a strong talent for computer science.

• Q: How do I make sure my homework is submitted correctly?
A: On your instructional account, use the command glookup -t , it will show you a log of all the
submissions you’ve made. A submission is successful if and only if it is logged.
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